Heterogeneous absolutely free algebras with a finite number of carriers and constructors have been proved very fruitful since the specification, through systems of equations, of iterative functions on such algebras may be automatically translated into terms of second order typed lambda-calculus [B6hm Berarducci, 1985]. Since many definitions of functions on data structures are given by systems of recursive (but not iterative) equations it follows that reducing recursion to iteration becomes even more suitable. In this paper we recall the definition ( first given in the previous paper) of the family D of algebraic data systems (without parameters) and of the class ! of iterative functions over D. We next define a primitive recurs/we scheme for functions whose domain is any finite cartesian product of components of D, generalizing the well known scheme for functions over the set N of nonnegative integers. Let PR be the family of functions obtained by replacing the iterative scheme by the primitive recursive scheme inside the definition of I. We prove that PR = !. The method of proof essentially consists in adding new carriers and new constructors. Especially in the case of homogeneous algebras the heterogeneous algebras resulting from the extension become meaningful from the computer science point of view, as it is pointed out in the paper by examples. The relationship with the case of N is further discussed.
O. Motivation
The main purpose of this paper is to develop a theory of programming for abstract data types, starting from algebras which are definitely poorer than usual initial algebras. Initial algebras are free algebras but still they admit, in general, equivalences relations between terms. We propose instead to consider only heterogeneous term or absolutely free algebras where the equivalence relation between terms is the identity. We limit ourselves to consider only total functions, i.e. subrecursive functions on cartesian products of data structures belonging to the family I) of heterogeneous absolute free algebras defined below. Notice that subrecursive function theory is a special case of the proposed theory: in fact for the set of naturel integers N, I~ E I) holds, since each integer can be written in just one way as an element of the (homogeneous) algebra specified by the unary function s (the successor function) and the nullary function 0 (the constant zero). The class I of iteretive multivariable functions over I) will be inductively defined by a set of closure clauses where the most peculiar inductive scheme generalizes from N to I~ the well known scheme (I N )
f(x,s(y)) = hl(x,f(x,y)) where f is the function to be defined, x is a (possibly empty) sequence of variables ranging over N and h o, h I are known iterative functions from cartesian products of N to N. The class ! has been selected because the solution of any system of equations defining one of its members can be written in closed algebraic explicit form, if one uses the second order typed lambda-calculus A as a programming language. More precisely in [B6hm Berarducci, 1985] there is the description of an automatic translation from systems of iterative equations defining a member f e i into a A-term f without using any fixed-point combinator. It is a matter of fact that many functions on algebraic data types are often defined by some recursive scheme looking more powerful than the iterative one. The family PI~ of primitive recurs/ve multivariable functions over D are inductively defined by a set of closure clauses where the most peculiar inductive scheme generalizes from N to D the well known scheme
f(x,s(y)) = hl(x,y, f(x,y)).
Since in the paper it is proved that PI~ = t, it follows that the range of applicability of the mentioned translation method is amplified since the proof runs uniformly for a]l members of D and it can easily transformed into an algorithm. The method of proof is nevertheless interesting from a more general point of view, since it emphasizes the reasons why the family D is sufficiently structured to support almost all kind of data structures which are useful in computer science.
t. The family l) of algebraic data systems
We have met in Section 0 the archetype member N of D, which is a homogeneous algebra specified by the pair of sets ({N}, {0: N, s The set or all strings on a k-arg alphabet -, (l,k) The set of ordered binary tree patterns .-, (1,O, 1 ). Heterogeneous absolutely free algebras cannot be specified so easily, hence we return to a specification by a pair:
(Set of data structures, Set of constructors). Before to define formally a generic element of D let us give two more examples of heterogeneous absolutely free algebras, namely of d~a sgslems:
The sel of pairs of inlegers Notice that the firsl algebra is a proper extension of the algebra of natural integers; in the second algebra instead, trees and forests definitions are interdependent. The following definitions are those of [BOhm Berarducci, 85] where for simplicity parameters are dropped out.
Definition O.
An algebra is a pair A = (S,C)
where : S; = {SJ L E l} is a family of nonempty sets (the carriers of A) C = {c x tX e L} is a nonempty set of finitary operations (the constructors of A), such that
where U x e L {r(X)} = I and i(l,X), ..., i(l(X), X), r(X) e t. I(X) is the army of Cx; if I(X)= 0 c x is said nullarq and it is identified with a selected element of Sr(x). For each element
we say that x! ,..., Xl(x) are the components of x.
An algebra is homngeneou# iff it possesses exactly one carrier; otherwise it is heterogeneous.
.Definition I. An algebra is absolutely free if each element of any of its carriers can be generated by means of the constructors in only one, finite way.
Definition 2. A data system is a (heterogeneous) absolutely free algebra
D = (S,C)
where S and U are both finite. We will call data structures the carriers of D and I) the class (family) of all data systems.
The classes 0 and {~R of functions over D
Many well known functions admit a recursive definition which is really iterative. Take for example the addition function add: NxN -*N. If we put in scheme I N (Section 0): f -add, x--x, h O=UI ! (the identity function) and h I -S • U22 (the composition of the successor function with the second projection function) we obtain an iterative definition of add. tn fact add(x,O) = x add(x,s(y)) = s(add(x,y)). As second example let us exhibit the iteration scheme rot binary strings : ({7.2},{ #: ~-2, sl : 7-2-* 7-2, s2: 7.2-* 7-2}) where # denotes the empty binary string, and Sl (s2) denotes the operation of appending 1 (0) to a (fixed) extremity of a binary string.
) where x is a sequence of variables in X 2. The function app: Y-2 x Z2-* 7-2 where app(x,y) means append y to x is iteratively definable by choosing ho -U11 and h i -s i o U22(i=1,2). In fact app(x, #) = x app(x, s t(Y)) = s l(app(x,y)) app(x, s2(Y)) = s2(aPp(x,Y)). in the case of an arbitrary heterogeneous data system D we must simultaneously define a number of functions equal to the number of data structures in D.
Definition :~. Given a data system D = (S,C) defined as in Definition 0,1 and 2 and a family T--{T[{ L e 1} of arbitrary data structures we say that a family f-{fJLel} of (multivariable) functions fd Sj (1) where t = r(X) and y e Sj(t) x _.
x Sj(p) is an arbitrary sequence (empty if p=O) of variables of the prescribed types.
We call iteration scheme the system ID of equations. With this remark in mind we proceed to define the class 1 of iterative functions over D. 
3.Main theorem: PR = I]
Sketch of the proof. It is obvious that Pi~ 3 I. In order to prove that PR = i it sufficient to prove that every function f defined by the PR D scheme is in I. Moreover, to simplify the proof, we will only consider here the case with empty y in PRD. TO galn persplculty in the proof let us verify the arguments, step by step, in the special case of N
Step 1. We extend the given data system D--($,!~) to D'-= (S'~'), by adding to each data structure S L a new data structure S" L with new costructors whose arity is two times the arity of the corresponding old constructors (i.e. l(X)x2 , cf. scheme I D ). In other words: It is intere~ting to remark that we have rediscovered here the algebra of lists of integers! (Anolher choice could have been the algebra of pairs of integer~ of Section O, leading to the well known BernaysRobinson method of reduction of the primitive recursion io the ileraiion. See Section "I for a discussion).
Step 2. For each originary data structure S L it is very easy to construct a primitive recursive map ray L : S L -~ S' u mapping each old element into a new one, decorated with the components of the old one and whose last 1Ck) components are their images under the correct revtj (it ~ I): revL ( Cx(Xl .... , Xl(x))) = c'x(Xl,..., xl(x),rev i(l, x) (xt) ..... revi(l(X), x)(Xl(x))).
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The map rev is described pictorially bg
The primitive recursive definition of rev is:
= nil rev (s(n)) = cons (n, rev (n)).
Step 3. The left inverse rev' d S' t -. S t of rev t is definable iteratively . Properly we need to define two families of functions : rev°d St -* St and rev'd S'~ -~ S~ .
(rev°L is the identity function):
rev°~ ( cX(xl,.-, Xl(X))) = cx( rev" i(I, ),) (Xl) ..... rev" i(1(X), X) (xl(x))) rev'~ ( C'x(X I,..., Xl(X),y I .... , Yl(X))) = cx( rev" i(l, X) (xl) ..... rev°i(l(X), X) (Xl(X)))
rev'(nil) = 0 rev'(cons(x,g)) = s(rev°(x)) = s(x).
Step 4. Replacing every argument x -which makes the definition of rev L: St -" S't primitive recursive -by rev'~(revL(x)) we prove that rev L is iterative:
Since rev' is iterative rev is iterativelg defined bg rev (0) = nil rev (s(n)) = cons (rev'(rev(n)), rev (n)) = d (rev (n)).
SteP 5. The functions ft, primitive recursively defined by the scheme PRD (with empty y), can be replaced by new functions f't , whose domains are the S' t instead of the S L , but with the same ranges as before. The crucial property is that the f't can be now defined using the ID' scheme. Introducing the auxiliary functions id t : St -* St id ~ ( cX(xl .... , Xl(X))) = cx( id i(I, x) (Xl),...,id i(l(x), X) (xl(x))) we obtain f't ( c'X(Xl ..... XI(X),Yl ..... YI(X))) = hx( id i(l ,x)(xl ) ..... id i(l(X), ),) (Xl(X)), ri(1, x)(Yl ) ..... fi(l(X), x) (YI(X))). The relationship between ft and f'L will be ft = f't ° revl-
may be replaced by the iterative scheme for the new data structure D'
where z = rev (LJ). Summarizing f=f'l o r~'w.
Notice that the function id is the identity function iterotivoly defined.
IS}
Corollary I. The left inverses c-i~,v ( once they have been suitably transformed into total functions ,where p~L and 1<v<l(p))of the constructor cp of any data system D belong to I.
Proof. Let id t (t,~ I) be defined as before. Define the auxiliary functions ser~,v : S'r(p) -~ Si (v,p) as follows:
sel 'p,v(c'p(Xl,..-, XI(p) ,Yl .... , Yl(p))) = UvI(P)(idi(l,p)(Xl),.-.,idi(l(p),p) (Xl(p))) = xv.
Then c-p, v is sel 'p, v o revr(p) .
[] We prove that the predecessor p is an iterative function by showing that there exists an iterative function eel' (the well known function "head" for lists of integers) such that p = eel' o rev:
sel'(cons(y, z)) = U I I (id(y)) = id(y)=y.
Example. In order to clarity step 2 in the case where l(X)>l let us start with the heterogeneous data system of (unlabeled) = amproy-(join(t, x)) = join-(roy + '(roy + (t)), rev-'(rev-(x)), roy + (t), roy-(x)) ray + (span(x)) = span + ( re',* + '(rev + (x)), re,., + (x)), where roy-': F--~ F and re'/+ ': T + --~ T are iterative funclions defined by the following scheme I D+ :
rev-'(emp-) = amp rev-'(join'(t,x,y,z)) = join(t, x) roy + '(span + (x,z)) = span (x). Through the data system D + the scheme PR D becomes iterative
where the relation between the variables t, x, y and z is obviously: y = rev + (t) and z = rev-(x) . Summarizing fo = f'2 o pert I = f'3 o rev + . Notice thai the function f'o and f' I are the identities functions iteratively defined. 
4.Concluding remarks
Reduction of recursion to iteration is a ... recurring theme in computer science and in mathematical logic. It may be asked if our method has some ancestor in the literature. There was a suggestion of G. Plotkin in [Gordon, 1973] to use list iteration for expressing the primitive recursion on integers as in our example. [Gladstone, 1967] proved that the predecessor function p is iteratively definable (in our sens, i.e. using only I N and without adding any other initial function) : coupling that issues with those of [Robinson, 1947] our theorem, but restricted to N, follows. Properly their result seems more powerful than ours since it is obtained without any extension at all. But, if one looks at the proofs done in [Robinson, 1947] , one discovers that some pairing function,coded inside the natural integers, is used. From the computer science of view this amounts to introduce some stores, side-effects, and/or to use some assignment statements It is probably true that primitive recursion for any data system may be reduced to iteration, mimicking the methods just mentioned, without having resort to some other different data system; but 1 claim that the solution presented here is better not only for aesthetic reasons, but since it is more in harmony with the modern views on functional programming where side-effects are considered harmful. More or less the same reasons prevented us from extending the arbitrary data system D introducing as new data structures pelts" or n-tup/es of old elements in D, as ventilated at step 1 of Section 3. Our advice is to rather use pairs or n-tuples (of some entities) only as a syntactical device to reduce a system of equations to a system with a fewer number of equations.
